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     A New Kind of
 Injury Law Firm
 Free case consultation 
 
    CBACLELegalConnection.com Is Being Acquired by VarnerFaddis.com
    Posted in Firm News on August 15, 2023
 VarnerFaddis.com, a prominent legal service and resource platform, is eager to announce its recent acquisition of CBACLELegalConnection.com, a trusted website for up-to-date legal news and legal professional online forums in Colorado. This strategic acquisition marks a significant milestone for Varner Faddis Elite Legal as it aims to enhance its services by broadening its reach.
 Varner Faddis Elite Legal has built a strong reputation in the legal landscape. Their Denver personal injury attorneys work competently at providing comprehensive legal information, resources, and assistance to individuals seeking help regarding personal injury law matters.
 As a result of its commitment to excellence, Varner Faddis Elite Legal has empowered its clients, promoted justice for all, and has undoubtedly built a strong and loyal user base.
 The acquisition of CBACLELegalConnection.com aligns perfectly with Varner Faddis Elite Legal’s vision to consolidate its position as a sought-after legal resource hub.
 CBACLE Legal Connection has established itself as a reliable source for legal professionals, offering valuable insights, continuing education opportunities, and networking avenues.
 With the strength of both domains, website visitors will benefit from a more diverse range of legal resources and services of varying legal landscapes.
 As both platforms continue to evolve and expand their offerings, this recent acquisition further strengthens Varner Faddis Elite Legal’s array of continuing education opportunities, legal resources, and networking and mentoring platforms for the benefit of all legal professionals and persons seeking legal advice.
 About CBACLELegalConnection
 CBACLELegalConnection.com was composed of the Colorado Bar Association CLE and was focused on delivering timely legal news and updates for its website visitors. It has been regarded as a respected online platform for legal professionals and enthusiasts looking for credible insights, continuing education opportunities, and networking avenues.
 CBACLELegalConnection.com published articles, webinars, podcasts, and industry updates, which were curated by its professional partners. The legal topics include but are not limited to business law, constitutional law, employment law, family law, ethics, and more.
 CBACLELegalConnection.com, as a resource, facilitated professional growth in the legal field with its availability of high-quality and up-to-date legal content. This ensured lawyers were guided with legal trends, emerging issues, and best practices.
 Furthermore, CBACLELegalConnection.com was a great environment for legal professionals to connect, network, and share insights. With online forums and discussions, legal practitioners can mentor each other, seek guidance, and build valuable relationships within the community.
  


Personal Injury Attorney, Eric Faddis

 About Varner Faddis Elite Legal
 VarnerFaddis.com, started by personal injury attorneys Lauren Varner and Eric Faddis, is a leading online platform that provides comprehensive legal information, resources, and assistance to individuals seeking guidance in personal injury law matters.
 VarnerFaddis.com has become a trusted resource and go-to destination for legal information in Colorado, given its strong commitment to promoting the utmost justice for its clients.
 The website is dedicated to helping individuals understand their rights, navigate complex legal processes, and obtain the support they need specifically in personal injury cases. These cases include but are not limited to car accidents, defective products, insurance bad faith, medical malpractice, and wrongful death to name a few.
 VarnerFaddis.com offers a wealth of information, including articles, guides, FAQs, and case studies, providing a comprehensive understanding of personal injury law in Colorado. But beyond that, the platform also provides free consultations with their experienced personal injury attorneys, ensuring the maximum compensation for their injuries.
 
   
  Lauren Varner, Personal Injury Attorney
 Lauren is a Personal Injury Attorney. She is Colorado native who became involved with the field of personal injury long before she became an attorney. Lauren’s professional philosophy centers around good old fashioned hard work, producing quality work product, and treating others professionally, with dignity and respect at all times.
 Schedule A Free Consultation
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     Start your consultation
 
  We believe it’s imperative to get to know you as a person, because that’s the only way to effectively & honestly tell your story. 
 All fields required
  
 	Name* 

	(___) ___-____* 

	Email*  

	Type of Case* 

	Referred By 

	Your Message

	

	Date  MM slash DD slash YYYY 
 
	Phone
This field is for validation purposes and should be left unchanged.
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     Visit Us
 6025 South Quebec St.
 Suite 100
 Centennial, CO 80111
 Map 
  720-770-8335 
 
  Stay Connected
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